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THE AMOIBTT OP INFORM&TIOH 
IN ABSOLUTE JUDGMENTS 
, . . OP DURATION

Lawrence Edward Murphy 

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to determine 

the maximum information transmission and. channel capacity 
of the average subject’s judgments of duration0 The audi= 
tory durations ranged from 0*5 to -5.0 seconds# and from 0*1 
to 1*0- seconds The effect of knowledge of results upon in
formation transmission was also examined* The results indi
cate that9 for intervals in; the 0*5 to 5 o© seconds ranges 
accurate identifications were made for each of 6 to 7 dura
tions* On the other hand# with intervals selected in the 
range of 0*1 to 1*0 second# the number of intervals that 
could be identified accurately was 1|. to 5 durations* Know
ledge of results was found to be a significant aid In judg
ments of intervals of the 0*5 to 5*0 seconds range# but not 
in judgments of the 0*1 to 1*0 second range*
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HISTORY
The perception of time has long intrigued students? 

of "behavior* Throughout the last eight decades, psycholo
gists have studied and experimented with time perception! 
yet their efforts have been chiefly characterized by con
troversies concerning the very mature of time perception 
and by conflicting data resulting from their investigations * 

In his treatise on the sense of time, William James 
(If93', p* 2 8 0) notes; that a most baffling experience occurs 
when one tries to attend to the present moment of time % 
"Where is it, this present? It has melted in our grasp, fled 
ere me could touch it, gone in an instant of becoming*How, 
then, ©an we conceive of time as included in the realm of 
perception? Does it exist, and if so, how does man apprehend 
time? James replies that:

*It is, in fact, an altogether ideal abstraction, 
not only never realized in sense, but probably never 
even conceived of by those unaccustomed to philosophic 
meditation* Reflection leads us to the"conclusion that 
it must exist, but that it does exist can never be a 
fact of immediate experience * The only fact of our im« 
mediate experience is what has"been well called the 
e specious present1, a. sort'of saddle-back of t ime with 
a certain length" of its own, on which we sit perched, 
and from which we look in two directions into time*
The unit of composition of time is a duration, with a 
bow and a stern, as it were - a rearward- and forward® 
looking end* It is only as parts of this durstion=block 
that the relation of succession of one end to the other 
is perceived* Me do not feel one end and then feel the

1
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“other after it«, and from the perception of the suc
cession infer an interval of time between* but we 
seem to feel the interval of"time as a whole * with its 
two ends embedded in '.it, ' 0' „ 0 The moment we pass
beyond a very few seconds our consciousness of duration
ceases to be an immediate perception and becomes a con
struction more of less symbolic„ To realize even am 
hour* we must count 8now! nowl howl ' indefinitely®" 
Each *nowr is the feeling of a separate bit of time 9
and the exact sum of'the bits never makes a clear im
press Ion on our mind o' '-The longest bit of duration which 
we can apprehend at ©nee so as to discriminate it from 
longer and shorter bits of time would seem (from exper
iments made for another purpose in Wundt’s laboratory) 
to be about 12 seconds0 The shortest interval which we 
can feel as time at all would seem to be 1/500 of a 
second® That is * Exher recognized two'electric sparks 
to be successive when'the'second followed the first at 
that interval o '* (l893j> PP°- 280-281) ®

The “specious present11 of which James writes is 
discussed by Pieron (1952) as the “mental present" and is
defined as “a length of time compatible with a certain per
ceptive unification o TJp to a certain length of time * a se
ries if successive events can be retained - like water in 
the palm of the hand as it were - in an act of unified com- 
prehension® The limit Is generally placed at 5 or 6 seconds 
with some variability from one individual to another®11'
(1952* p® 292)® Woodrow (1951) concludes from various stud
ies. that the upper limit of the psychological present lies 
between 2®3 and 13 seconds» One study cited concludes that 
the upper limit, permitting a unitary awareness of duration, 
is 6 seconds for continuous lights and 5 seconds for con
tinuous tonese Concerning the lower limit of the perception 
of duration, Woodrow reports that it is approximately ©<$12



second for continuous light send 0 o01 to 0 o05 second fon- 
continuous toneo These values depend, of course, on the 
characteristics of the stimulus and the particular psycho
physical method used* Duration^ then, to be perceived as a 
unitary sensation of time would appear to fall within a 
range from a lower limit of 2 to 10 milliseconds to an up
per limit of 5 to 13 secondsa

With regard to the accuracy of discrimination of 
durations within the "mental present", Woodrow (1951) dis
cusses the results of various psychophysical investigations 
to determine the relative just noticeable differences in 
the durations of lights and tones* Prom the results report
ed, in which intervals of time were subjectively judged as 
greater, equal, or less than a standard duration, an objec
tively correct level of 75 per cent was established as the 
difference point or Ilmen* Plotting the difference limens 
with respect to standard durations, the just noticeable 
difference (JED) remains at a level of approximately 50 mil
liseconds with the standard duration under 1 second, and • 
beyond this point to increase at a rate of 150 milliseconds 
per second of duration0 Thus, at % seconds, the relative JED 
is about 550 milliseconds, and at 5 seconds, approximately 
700 milliseconds *

The usual methods of studying time perception have 
been 1) verbal estimation, wherein the subjeetS(S) simply



attempts to judge the length of a duration in physical units 
of secondss minutess or hours| 2) production, where the B 
producesg. instructed^ a given duration by a motor activi
ty such as depression of a key; 3j reproduction, whereby 
the S duplicates a. presented duration by some motor aetivio 
ty| and %) comparison, where in the S estimates which is the 
longer (shorter) of two durations» (Wallace and Bab in, I960)e 
The results of investigations employing these methods have 
typically been reported in terms of percentage of error with 
respect to certain standard durations = A new method of study
ing time perception, particularly the discrimination of 
durations, is suggested by the recent advent of ^information 
theory** in psychological research®

Information theory is a formal theory advanced by 
G JHU Shannon (I9%8) in a paper entitled nA Mathematical 
Theory of 0ommunieation = ** In his paper. Shannon presented a 
model of a communication system including the basic elements 
of such a systems an information source, a transmitter, a 
channel through which the information is transmitted, and 
finally, a destination® The main contribution of Shannon’s 
article was a mathematical meMaod for quantifying the amount 
of information transmitted from the source to the de at inac
tion® It should be pointed out that this mathematical theory 
does not use the term **information" to denote & concept in 
the epistomological sense, but rather the term is used as a



Quantitative measure of the "uncertainty11 of possible events 
or messages that could occur, ioe,, a probability estimate0 
Garner (1962, p 0 7) hasss recently clarified this mni<$ue use 
of the term in noting that "information is obtained by a 
reduction of uncertaintye Thus uncertainty is potential, in
formation, and the amount of information is the same as the 
measurement of uncertainty» The ideal measure of the amount 
of uncertainty is one based on the logarithm of the number 
of possible outcomes of an event®-"

Shortly after Shannon’s article appeared. Miller 
and Prick (19lj.9) introduced his conceptn into the litera
ture of psychologyo Prom this point there developed ax rapid 
assimilation of the theory by psychologistdto and a growing 
application of it to research problems» (Patton, 195k.s 
Quastier, 1955s Attneave, 1959s Prick, 1959, Luce, I960, 
and Garner, 1962)0 The conceptual transformation included 
a generalization of the physical terms "slwcll^afid't"ies& 
tination" to the behavioral terms "stimuli" and "responses0" 

The most frequent application of information theory 
to psychological research has been in the realm of absolute 
judgments <► By "absolute judgment" is meant that type of 
judgment in which S identifies a. particular stimulus with 
a single name or number that has been previously learned0 
The judgment is not whether one stimulus is greater, less, 
or equal to another? rather, S indicates that a particular



stimulus belongs to a discrete category along am. equal in= 
terval scale 0 It is inferred that the judgments are made by 
comparing the presented stimulus with some internal subjec
tive standard, rather than some external comparison as in 
the usual psychophysical m e t h o d s I n  the experimental design 
typically used in absolute judgment studies, a series of 
stimuli is presented to the S, one stimulus at a time, in 
random order0 The task of the S is to make am absolute iden
tification of some predesignated type to each stimulus 0 A 
matrix is then formed with stimuli as the columns and re
sponses as the row®, with each cell entry indicating the 
frequency or proportion of times that each stimulus category 
was called each response category* By the use of information 
theory analysis (Attmeave, 1 9 5 9 the estimated information- 
per-stimulus, the estimated inf©rmation-per-respons©, and 
the estimated information in the joint occurrence of a stim
ulus and a response are obtained from the marginal and cell 
frequencies of the matrix^ From these three estimates, the 
amount of information transmitted is calculated* The binary 
digit or "bit" is the unit of measurement, since information 
theory is based on the binary number systemo Consequently, 
a single digit specifies a choice from 2 alternatives, two 
digits are necessary to specify one of I4. alternatives, and 
three digits specify one of 8 alternativese.

A number of studies have attempted to determine the



amount of information transmission of various tmidimens1©&- 
al stimulit absolute judgments of points along a line (Gar~ 
ner and Hake, 1951), absolute identification of the pitch of 
pure tones (Pollackj, 1953), absolute judgments of spectral 
colors (Chapanis and Halsey, 1956), as well as absolute 
judgments of tastes (Beebe-Center, Rogers, and O ’Connell, 
1955), and odors (Engen and Pfaffraan, I960)0 The main pur
pose of these studies was to determine the maximum number 
of stimuli that could be identified on an absolute basis, 
i,e», the maximum information transmission in bits, which 
is commohly designated as the Mchannel capacity*® Informa
tion transmission studies have shown that the concept of 
channel capacity, as a maximum information transmission 
value, is valid for measuring perceptual discrimination<>
These studies have demonstrated that the maximum number of 
perfectly identifiable categories on a unidimensional con
tinuum is about 5 , but this number can be increased by us
ing sensory or perceptual eontinua in which there exist 
strong psychological, anchors 0

Several studies have attempted to determine the 
channel capacity in absolute judgments of multidimensional 
stimuli such as taste judgments of sugar and saline in var
ious concentrations (Beebe-Genter, Rogers, and O’Connell, 
1955), judging combinations of odor intensity and quality 
(Engen and Pfaffman, 1959, I960), judging of dots in a



square in two dimensionss rather than one (Klemmer and 
Friek9 31953)» absolute judgments of tone combinations of 
pitch and loudness (Pollack, 1953)@ and absolute judgments 
involving as many as eight auditory dimensions (Pollack and 
Picks 5 1951|-) o These studies have shown that increasing the 
number of dimensions of the stimulus increases the total 
information transmission, but that there is a consequent 
loss of information per dimensions. They have also pointed 
out that discrimination is best when the stimuli to be dis
criminated vary simultaneously on many different dimensions, 
and that as long as the dimensions are perceptually inde
pendent, adoption of new dimensions will increase total dis
crimination and information transmission,,

The concepts and methodology of information theory 
have suggested a new method of investigating the discrimina
tion of duration* This method has been employed by Hawkes 
(1961) over a narrow range of 0<>5 to 1*5 seconds to deter
mine the amount of information transmitted via electrical 
cutaneous stimulus durations* Hirg results indicate only 
three durations were identifiable on an absolute basis. In 
the study by Pollack and Picks (195%.) as mentioned above, 
duration was one of the eight auditory dimensions used, but 
less than two durations were identified absolutely*

The purpose of the present study is to determine the 
amount of information transmitted in the average Individ-.



ual’s absolute judgments of duration under optimal condi
tions ? furthers to define the limits of channel capacity 
in the perception of duration? and finally, to determine 
the effects of stimulus range and knowledge of results on 
information transmission6 The range of durations to be 
judged, following the conclusions of Woodrow (195)1) and 
Pieron (1952?) with regard to the lower and upper limit of 
unitary perception of duration, appears to be best from 
Ool to 5 o0 seconds. It is inferred from the results report
ed by Woodrow (1951) concerning JWBS that the difference 
between stimuli is most adequate with a Ool second differ
ence in a range from Ool to l o0 second, a 0*5 second dif
ference in a range up to I4. seconds, and a 1*0 second dif
ference at 5 secondso

From the results of other absolute judgment studies 
along a unidimensional continuum, and particularly from 
Miller’s hypothesis (1951) that the limits of perception 
can be described in terms of "the magical number seven 
^identifiable categoriesj plus or minus two", the initial 
hypothesis is that the limiting number of durations that 
can be accurately judged, i@e«, the channel capacity, will 
be approximately six, but not more than seven different 
stimulio it is further hypothesised, based on the conclu
sions of Allufesi (195?)i that knowledge of results will in
crease information transmission in the judgment of
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durations $, and thus increase channel capacity® The final 
hypothesis is that in judging durations* if the S is able 
to utilize some tactic for marking time* such as counting* 
tapping fingers s or similar activity* the information trans
mission will be greater than when judging short durations 
of one second or less* where the time marking can be util
ized to a minimal .degree* if at all®



METHOD
Apparatus s The auditory stimuli of varying durations Were 
1000 opso tones'generated by a Hewlett-Packard audio oscil
lator s model 200 ©Dti The duration of tone intervals was 
varied by two Hunter Decade Interval timerss model 100-0; 
one controlled the length of the auditory stimulus9 while 
the other controlled the interstimulus silent interval* The 
durations were monaurally recorded on Scotch magnetic tape, 
noo 111-12, at a speed of 15 inches/sec,,-, with a Roberts 
tape recorder", model 9900 Instructions to S and practice 
durations were recorded also so that the entire experiment
al program was pre-recorded* The accuracy and order of the 
durations was checked by connecting the output of the tape 
recorder to a Tektronix oscilloscope, model 50l|.o

A response indication board, consisting of a vari
able number of target squares (from 3 to 9) arranged geo
metrically in a semi-circle, was provided for the S to indi
cate his judgment of duration by pointing to one of the tar
get squares with an attached stylus*
Subjects: Ss were 20 Graduate and Undergraduate students, 
lij. males and 6 females, at the University of Arizona, whose 
age range was 18 to 27 years, with a mean of 23*1 years*

11



Procedure: The research can best be regarded as two similar 
experimentsj these will be referred to as Experiment Is in 
which relatively long durations were used, and Experiment 
II, in which a shorter range of durations was employed0

In Experiment I, 10 Ss were divided into two groups 
of 5 Ss eaeho Group I judged from 3 to 9 durations, ranging 
from 0*5 to 5 *0 secs *, and received knowledge of results or 
"feedback" after each response 0 The feedback consisted of a 
simple "uh-huh" by the experimenter (E) only when the re
sponse was correct * A wrong response was indicated by E*s 
silence„ Group 2 judged from 3 to 9 durations, over the 
same range of 0*5 to 5 .i>0 sees„, but did not receive any 
feedback*

The durations used in Experiment I were the follow
ing: 0*5 see*, 1*0 see *, 1*5 sec*, 2*0 sec*, 2*5 sec*, 3 <>0 
see *, 3 e5 see*, ^*0 see *, and 5 = 0 seconds * These will be 
referred to as the "long" range of durations* The interstim
ulus interval was 3 °0 seconds, during which S_ made his re
sponse * In each successive stimulus series, the number of

.

durations was increased from 3 to 9* The durations within 
each stimulus series were presented according to a Latin 
square design equated for first and second order probabil
ity; i *e *, each duration, and each pair of durations, was 
presented equally often* The particular durations and their 
order of presentation in each stimulus series are shown in
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Table I 0 The experimental design was such that the shortest 
and longest durations of the range were presented in each 
stimulus series to serve as anchor points* The additional 
durations were added geometrically within these limits.

The instructions to each _S were the following:
"'This is a test of your ability to identify differ

ent lengths of time * The lengths of time will be pre
sented to you by means of sounds from this tape record
er* In front of you is a response board with squares 
corresponding to the lengths of time that you are to 
identify* If the length of time is the shortest in the 
seriesyou should point to the square on the extmme 
left side* If the length of time is the longest in the 
seriess you should point to the square on the extreme 
right side * For lengths of time between these two ex
tremes, you should point to the corresponding square 
on the response board* You will have a chance to listen 
to the whole range of lengths of time before being test
ed, so you can associate which square corresponds to 
which length of time * If you have any questions, please 
ask them now."

The tape recorder was turned off and the S was akked 
if he understood the task* At this point, the Ss who were to 
receive feedback were told that E would say "uh-huh" when 
their response was correct, but that E would be silent when 
their response was wrong* All Ss were then told that they 
W u l d  hear the practice durations as many times as they 
wanted to insure that they were well acquainted with the 
durations and the appropriate response to each duration* Ss 
were then told that they could keep track of the length of 
time by any method they thought helpful* The tape recorder 
was then turned on again, and the instructions continued*
The following instructions were presented before each stim-



fABre i
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS DURATIONS AND ORDER 
OF PRESENTATION FOR EXPERIMENTS I AND II

1%

No,, of Durations 
in Stimulus Series

Durations in 
Code Expol

.Seconds 
: E3CD.II .

Order of 
Presentation

, A 0o5 . 0.1 . Start-ACCBA .
B - 2.5 0.5 : t ' • ■ a b b ; .
C , 5.0 1.0 CAC-End

A 0.5 0.1 • Start-ADBBDC
i;: 4 ; B 2.0 0.4 AACC

>  C 3.5 0.7 BCDD
‘ D 5.0 . 1.0 ■ ABAD-End

' A 0.5 0.1 Start-AEBBCEC
B 1.5 0.3 : DDABE
C 2.5 0.5 ‘ v; DCCAD : ,

; D - 3.5 , 0.7 EEACB
■ : £■ . 5.0 1.0 DBAAE-End

'■•A 'o.5'%: 0.1 ’ Starfc-AFDBCEAA .
B 1.0 0.2 / -:V CBFBDD ;

, • . C 2.0 - o.4 ' '': ' EFFECD : %' ' '
,: D . 3.0 , 0.6 : : AEEBBA !
: E ' 4.0 0.8 • ■, DCFCCA ,

f 5.0 1.0 BEDFAF-End ;

A 0.5 "o.i Start-AGCEGDAEE '
■■ B 1.0 ' '0.2 . %' . EAFGBDD

o 1.5 0.3 . FCFAAEC
D 2.0 v 0.4 . DGGFBCB :

■x-.'-E-;, 3.0 0.6 ■ : . FFDEDBB
F 4.0 ( 0.8 v, GEFEBAC
G 5.0 1.0 ; v; CGADCAG-End

A 0.5 0.1 Start-AHADDCBACC
B 1.0 : 0.2 : • GGCEEHDB

: c 1.5 0.3 : . GEGAAEDA
-8 ■ ■" - D 2.0 0.4 BBDGFCFD

E 2.5 0.5 . : . ■ HGDFHHCD
: f 3.0 0.6;%-' ;; EAFAGBCH %, G .4.0. 0.8 : : BEFEBFBH

H 5.0 - 1.0; %  -
A 0.5 ; 0.1 ■ Start-AIIFGBCHABA
B ',1.0 v;v. 0.2 - ; . GDFFCDAFB .c -,1.5: 0.3 • . GFDIHEDHB ;'

, D ■ 2.0 0.4 ' . DGGIDBFAA
2.5 0.5 % DCBIAEBEH • • ' ;

v : ■ : I . : ' ■ : : ■ 3.0 0.6 . :'%;HIGCCGEAH
G 3.5 0.7 ' : FECFIBBHC
H 4.0 0.8 EGHDDEICI
I 5.0 1.0 EEFHGACAI-End
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ulus series2

"Your first (next) task is to identify 3 (4 # 5 , 6S 
7 s 8 3 or 9) lengths of t ime =, The lengths of t ime from 
the shortest to the longest are the following0" (Dura
tions presented)0 "You have just heard the lengths of 
time from the shortest to the longestc These will be 
presented once again*8 (Durations presented) <,

At the end of the second presentation, the tape re
corder was turned off and E asked £> if he wanted to hear 
the series of durations again0 If so, the durations were re
peated as many times as j3 felt necessary to familiarize him
self with the durations and their corresponding response on 
the response board* When £ said he was ready, the taped pro
gram was continued as follows:

"You will now be tested* One help for you is that 
the first length of time that you hear in each test 
will be the shortest in the series, while the second 
length of time will be the longest in the series * 
Identify the lengths of time as accurately as you can* • 
Ready? Begin*" (Test stimulus series presented*)

In Experiment II, 10 Ss were divided into two groups 
of 5 Ss each* Group 3 judged from 3 to.9 durations, ranging 
from 0*1 to 1 = 0 second, and received feedback* Group ij. judg
ed the same number and range of durations, but did not re
ceive any feedback* The durations used in Experiment II, the 
"short" range of durations wherein it was assumed that S 
could utilize time marking only to a minimal degree or not 
at all, were the following: 0*1 see *, 0 =2' sec*, 0=3 see*,
0*4 see*, 0*5 sec*, 0*6 see*, 0*7 see*, 0*8 see *, and 1*0 
second* The interstimulus interval was increased from 3 see-
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onds in Experiment I, to 5 seconds in Experiment II, on the 
a priori assumption that the Ss might need more time to make 
a judgment and respond to the shorter range of durations.
The design of the stimulus presentations was the same Latin 
square design as that used in Experiment I, as shown in 
Table I. The instructions to the Ss were also the same.

In both Experiment I and II, * s responses were re
corded on a prepared data sheet by E who sat to the left 
and behind £> where E could view the response indication 
board over S>?s shoulder.
Analysis of Data: Following the conventional form of infor
mation theory analysis (Attneave, 1959), the data was arrang
ed in a stimulus categories, x, by response categories, y, 
matrix. Since the stimuli were presented equally often, the 
marginal frequencies, n ^ . , ng. , ... , n%. , were equal 
and thus the information presented to the S in any stimulus' 
series is defined as the logarithm of the number of stimu
lus alternatives:

H (x) = log2 N (1 )
where H,_> is the information in the stimulus series, and
N is the number of equiprobable alternatives.

The information in the total set of responses of 
the S> for each stimulus series was obtained from the mar
ginal frequencies, n.^ , n e2 , .. , n.y , by means of the
following equation:
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H(y ) = log2 n - l/n log2 (2)

where H(y) is the information in the response series, n is 
the total number of responses, and nj is the frequency of 
responses in any specific response category.

The information in the joint occurrence of stimuli 
and responses was obtained from the frequencies for all 
cells, n-Q , n ^  * #.. , n%y , in the xy matrix by means of 
the following equation:

u
H (x,y) = 1o82 n ~ V n  £ n ij log2 (3)

where is the information in the joint occurrence of
stimuli and responses, n is the total number of stimulus- 
response occurrences, and n^j is the specific cell frequen
cy for any cell.

The amount of shared information, or the amount of 
information transmitted from stimuli to responses, in each 
stimulus series was then obtained by means of the following 
equation:

T (x;y) = H (x) + H (y) " H (x,y) 
where T^.y) Is the transmitted information, is the
information in the stimulus series, is the information
in the total responses, and is the information in
the joint occurrences of stimuli and responses.

By means of the above equations, (1, 2, 3, and 4), 
a transmitted information value was obtained for each SS in 
each stimulus series of from 3 to 9 durations. The nchannel
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capacity'1 or maximum information transmission values regard- 
less of the number of durationss was thus defined for each • 
So Since the 8s were told that the first and second duration 
in each stimulus series were the shortest and longest dura
tion 9 their responses to these durations were not included 
in the analysis of the data* An example of calculating a 
transmitted information value is presented in Table IIo

Establishing a %% level of risk, a Type III analysis 
of variance (Lindquists 1953) was calculated for information 
transmission over increasing number of durations, with re
spect to the feedback-no feedback variable and the 0 o5“5«0 
seconds- 0 »l-lo0 second range variableo A two-factor analy
sis of variance (Lindquist, 1953) was obtained for channel 
capacity, with regard to the feedback and range of duration 
factors o



TABLE II 19
AN EXAMPLE OP CALCULATING 
TRANSMITTED INFORMATION

EX PE RIMEN TA L DESIGN: 4 stimuli, S]_ to S^, presented equally 
often (total presentations = 16), are judged according to I4. 
response catagories, R% to R^, on an absolute judgment basis•
HYPOTHETICAL MATRIX OP DATA: ^  S1 S2 S3 . nj

R1
r._. —  

4 k

r2 3 3

r3 X 2 X U
2 3 $

ni k k u k X6
CALCULATION PROCEDURE: H(x ) = information in the stimulus set*

= log2 N = log2 t = 2*000 bits*
H(y) = information in the total set of responses*

= log2 n - l/n i nj log2 nj
= log2 16 - 1/16 (1). log2 4+3 log2 3+4 log2 4+5 log2 5)
= 4.000 - 1/16 (8.000+4.755+8,000+11.611) = 1*977 bits*

H(x ^y) = information in the joint occurence of stimuli and 
’ responses over all cell frequencies*

= loga n - l/n & nij log2 nij
= iog2 16 - 1/16 (4 iog2 4+ 3 loga 3+i loga 1+2 iog2 2+

1 iog2 1+ 2 loga 2+3 loga 3 )
= 4.000 - 1/1 6(8*000+4 *755+0+2 .000+0+2 .000+4 •755)
= 206^6 bits*

T(x .y) = amount of shared information, or the amount of infor- 
9 mation transmitted from stimuli to responses.

= H(x ) + H(y ) H(x ,y) = 2.000 + 1.977 - 2.656 
= 1.321 bits*

All loga N, log2 n, and n loga n values are found in Tables 
such as in Attneave (1959) pp. 100 and 111. \



RESULTS
The information transmission values in bits for each 

S over.the 3 t© 9 duration series are shown in Table III*
The mean information transmission over the number of stimu
lus durations for each group of 5 Ss is plotted in Figc !» 
The channel capacity for each S is presented in Table IV0 
The mean channel capacities for each group were the follow
ing: 2o93>6 bits for Group 1, bits for Group 2, 2<,163
bits for Group 3$ and 1 0969 bits of information in Group) lj_« 

The analysis of variance of information transmission, 
over the number of stimulus durations showed that the main 
effects of feedback-no feedback, long-short range of dura
tions, and the number of stimulus durations were signifi# 
cant® The summary table is shown in Table V 6 The feedback 
x range interaction was not significant» The interaction 
of number of durations x range, as well as the number of 
durations x feedback, was found to be significanto The in
teraction effects of number of durations x feedback x range 
was also significant| thus, the interaction effects of feed
back and range of durations- differ in magnitude from level 
to level of the number of stimulus durations, ioOo, as the 
stimulus uncertainty variable changes 0

In the analysis of variance of channel capacity, as



ITABLE III 
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION OVER 

STIMULUS SERIES OF BACH SUBJECT
21

Group Conditions Sub. Number of Stimulus Durations
No. 3 4 5 6 7 8 . 9 .
1-1 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.585 2.717 2.382 2.819

Feedback 1-2 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.585 2.807 3.000 3.170
1 & 1-3 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.585 2.717 2.689 2.927

0.5-5.0 1 —A 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.585 2.807 2.971 3.056
seconds _ .1-5 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.585 2,527 2.587 2.811

Mean: 1.585 2.000 2.322_ 2.585__ 2.715 2.725 2.956
No 2-1 1.585 2.000 2.022 2.073 2.320 2.288 1.879

Feedback 2-2 1.224 1.594 1.997 2.356 2.537 2.681 2.349
2 & 2-3 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.240 2.472 2.792 2.628

0.5-5.0 2-4 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.585 2.807 2.658 2.499seconds 2-5 1.585 2.000 2.322 2.169 2.104 1.891 1.761
Mean: 1.512 1.918 2.197_ 2.284 2.448 2.462 2.223
3-1 1.585 2.000 2.322 1.995 2.131 2.056 1.810

Feedback 3-2 1.585 2.000 2.010 1.732 1.638 1.689 1.771
3 & 3-3 1.585 2.000 2.010 2.470 1.843 2.013 1.940

0.1-1.0 3-4 1.585 1.572 1.391 1.651 1.713 1.517 1.630
seconds 3-5 1,585 2.000 1.766 1.824 1.810 1,413 1.614

Mean: 1.585 1.914 1.899 1,934 1.827 1 •737. J  .753No 4-1 1.585 1.572 1.443 1.407 1.494 1.492 1.353
Feedback 4-2 1.585 2.000 2.166 2.192 2.061 1.824 1.962

4 & 4-3 1.585 1.755 1.766 1.802 1.968 2.048 1.855
0.1—1 *0 4—4 1.585 2.000 2.022 1.802 1.812 1.816 1.635
seconds .. 4-5 1.585 2.000 1.646 1.849 1,795 1.817 1.684

Mean: .1*585. 1.865 1.808 1.810 1.826 J ..792. 1.697
TABLE IV 

CHANNEL CAPACITY 
OF EACH SUBJECT

Feedback_____  No Feedback
Sub. No. Group 1 Sub.No. Group 2
1-1 2.819 2-1 2.320

0.5-5.0 sec. 1-2 3.170 2-2 2.681
Range of 1-3 2.927 2-3 2.792
Durations 1-4 3.056 2-4 2.807

1-5 2.811 2r5_,._ 2.322
Mean: 2.956 Mean: 2.584

Mean of Groups 1 & 2 : 2.770 bits
Sub.No. Group 3 Sub.No. Group 4
3-1 2.322 4-1 1.5850.1-1.0 sec. 3-2 2.010 4-2 2.192

Range of 3-3 2.470 4-3 2.048
Durations 3-4 1.713 4—4 2.022

3-5 2.000 A-5 2.000
Mean:_______ 2.103 Mean:________ f .969
_______Mean of Groups 3 & A : 2.036 bits_________
Mean of Groups 1 & 3s 2.529
______________________Mean of Groups 2 & A: 2.276
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oGROUP 
oGROUP 
□ GROUP 
□GROUP

•n.

O 1.6 -

NUMBER OF STIMULUS DURATIONS

Pig* 1* Group means with respect to the number of stimulus 
durations. Transmitted information in bits is plotted as a 
function of the increasing, number of stimulus durations.



TABLE V 23
INFORMATION TRANSMISSION 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

SUMMARY TABLE___________________________
Source df Sum of

Sauares
Kean
Sauares F-ratio Level of

Risk
Between-Subjects T9 12.388
Feedback-No Feed
back (B) 1 0.789 0.789 4.724 .05

Long-Short 
Range of (C) 
Durations

1 8.482 8.482 50.790 .001

• Feedback x p\ 
Range (BxC; 1 0.448 0.448 2.683 NS

Error (b) 16 2.669 0.176

Within-Subjects 120 13.629
No. of
Durations (A) 6 6.215 1.035 38.333 .001

No. of 
Durations x 
Feedback (AxB)

6 0*441 0.074 2.741 .025

No. of 
Durations x 
Range (AxC)

6 3.946 0.658 24.370 .001

No. of 
Durations x 
Feedback x 
Range (AxBxC)

6 0.395 0.066 2.444 .05

Error (w) 96 2.632

Total 139 26.017



presented in summary form in Table ¥IS the main effects- of 
feedbaek-no feedback and the long-short range of durations- 
were both found to be significant 5 the interaction of these 
factors was not significant®



TABLE VI 25
CHANNEL CAPACITY 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
 SUMMARY TABLE______ _____________________

Source df Sum of 
Squares

Mean
Squares F-Ratio Level of 

Risk
Feedback- 
No Feedback (A) 1 2,684 2.684 42.603 .001 !

Long-Short 
Range of 
Durations

(B) 1 0,306
I

0.306 4.857 .05

(Cells) (3) (3.079)

Feedback x 
Range (AxB) 1 0,089 0.089 1.413 NS

V/ithin-
Cells 16

1

1.021 ' 0.063

Total 119 4.100



DISiUSSIOI
With regard to oorrectly identified judgments of 

duration3 only those 8s im Group 1 who'judged the long range 
of 0 o5 to 5*0 seconds and received feedback after each re
sponse were able to attain perfect transmission values up 
to a level of 6 durations» One S in this group performed 
perfectly$, demonstrating maximum information transmission 
through all stimulus- series including 9 durations® While 
individual 8s in other groups showed perfect scores in 
some stimulus• seriess especially with 3 and % durationsg 
the group means departed from perfect transmission even 
when the stimulus uncertainty was relatively small„ The in
itial inference of this study^ then, is that information 
transmission is a curvilinear function of the number of 
durations judged on an absolute basis®

The channel capacity or limit of the average J3 in 
the judgment of durations ranging from 0'»5 to 5*0 seconds 
is 2*77 M t s s  the mean channel capacity of Groups 1 and 2* 
This figure represents accurate identification of 6 to?? 
durations9 and thus supports the initial hypothesis of this 
investigation® It should be noted that the mean channel ca
pacity of Group ls where Ss judged the long range of dura
tions and received feedback, was obtained when judging 9

26
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stimnlms durations# the highest stimulus uncertainty in 
this study& It can thus be tentatively hypothesized that 
the channel capacity for this group could be increased m t h  

a greater number of stimulus alternatives * With judgments 
of shorter durations of O-el to 1 0Q second, the mean channel 
capacity of Groups 3 and % is 2e(% bits# or accurate judg
ments of if. to 5> durations &

The results of the analysis of variance of informa
tion transmission values and of channel capacity values sup
port the hypothesis that feedback is a significant aid to 
information transmission and consequently to channel capa
city e However# the significant interaction of number of 
durations x feedback x range# with relation to the plotted 
mean functions as shown in Fig0 1# points out that feed
back is a significant aid only in the ease of judging dura
tions of 0o5> to 5>»Q seconds as the stimulus uncertainty 
increases above 3 and l£ stimulus durations»

As was hypothesised# in the task of judging rela
tively long durations# S was able to utilize counting or 
other forms of time marking to increase information trans
mission* In the judgment of relatively short durations# from 
0.1 to 1*0 second# S was able to do so only to a minimal de
gree if at all* From the difference of the means of Groups 
1 and 2# which judged the long durations# and of Groups 3 
and Ij.# which judged the short durations# it can be estimated



that time marking adds from O 0I4.I bits, with £ durations, to 
0.86 bits, with 9 durations, to information transmission*
In terms of channel capacity, time marking would appear to 
add 0*73 bits to maximum information transmission.

Using selected durations within the range of the 
mental, present which are scaled with regard to just notice
able differences, it is concluded that a maximum of 6 dura
tions can accurately be identified by the average individu
al® It is suggested that if a task requires responses to 
duration stimuli, the range would be best within the limits 
of 0<>5> to 5o0 seconds * Further, a feedback signal device is* 
recommended when identification of I}., 5 s and 6 alternative 
durations is required*

The method of judging duration as used in this in
vestigation may be viewed as a useful supplement to the 
present methods of studying time perception® The S's judg
ments are not dependent on physical time units as in the 
methods of verbal estimation and production, and the S is 
not required to judge or duplicate past time with present 
time as in the methods of reproduction and comparison® Fur
ther, the method of absolute judgments is effective when an 
indication of the number of durations that an individual 
can perceive categorically is desired®

The results: of this investigation conform to the 
results of other studies of unidimensional stimuli and



further support the theory that the human individual does 
indeed have a limited capacity of perceptual identification* 
Time can be perceived and discriminated as discrete intervals 
up to a certain maximum$, not necessarily in the customary 
physical units of times but as subjective parts of the men
tal presento



SUMMARY
Information, transmission and channel capacity were 

determined for absolute judgments of from 3 to 9 auditory 
durationsThe effects of knowledge of results and range of 
durations wore examinede The channel capacity of the average 
subject was found to be 2 =77 bits^ or accurate identifies^ 
tion of 6 to 7 durationss with a range of durations in which 
time marking could be utilised0 With a shorter range of 
durations, where time marking was impaired or not possible, 
the channel capacity of the average individual was 2 d l  bits 
or accurate judgment of ij. to 5 durations®

Feedback was found to be a significant aid to iden« 
tifieation of duration where time marking could be used®
The number of stimulus durations, or stimulus uncertainty, 
feedback, and range of durations were each found to have a 
significant effect on information transmission and conse
quent channel capacityc

30
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